NEWSLETTER
October 2020
“To know nature and to keep it worth knowing”
www.abbymissionnatureclub.org
Meetings are not being held at present on the second Wednesday of each month (except July and August) at 7:30
p.m. We cannot distance ourselves enough in that little room. So outside work parties in the day seems a better
way. Please see below.

at the Ravine Park Hatchery, 2395 Crescent Way, Abbotsford
by the Abbotsford Arts Centre
Email: haroos12@gmail. com

The objectives of the
Abbotsford-Mission Nature Club
• To enjoy and interpret natural history
• To promote an understanding and an appreciation of natural
ecosystems
• To promote the concept of stewardship of natural resources
• To participate as naturalists in public consultations related to
questions of environment and development in the Abbotsford and
Mission area
Executive of the Abbotsford Mission Nature Club
Past President – Hank Roos – 604-853-4283
Email: haroos12@gmail.com
Vice-President/Website - Wendy DaDalt –
604-856-2575
Email: wendy@dadalt.net
Herman Venema – 604-826-6872
Email: hcpvenema@shaw.ca
Treasurer – John Engbers-604-768-5470
Email: jengbers@telus.net
Membership - Rita Bot – 604-309-1263
Email: rbot12@shaw.ca

Newsletter Editor – Heather Washburn 604-309-9574
Email: washburn@shaw.ca
Ken Summers – Conservation 604-851-2301
Email: ken.summers@telus.net
Alice Roos –Refreshments – 604-853-4283
Email: haroos12@gmail.com
Speakers/Field Trips – David Hopaluk 778-552-5780
Email: dhopaluk@shaw.ca
Secretary - Sheila Flavelle – 604-870-4221
Email: sheila@flavelle.com
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LETTER FROM THE PAST PRESIDENT
Hi AMNC Members!

I

hope this message finds you healthy and well. Given the rules regarding
meetings we are unable to meet indoors and have made plans to engage as many
of you as possible in outdoor, small group activities.

We intend to organize these activities starting Wednesday, September 16 at 10:00 am
and from then on the second Wednesday of each month.
So here is what is planned for September 16 at Willband:
1. 4 volunteers to focus on removal of Jewel Weed now found in Willband Creek
Park at various locations.
2. 4 volunteers to attach numbers to the relocated swallow nest boxes
3. 4 volunteers to follow ½ hour behind the swallow box numbering crew to open
nest boxes, record activity, clean and add clean shavings
4. 2 volunteers and a canoe to check, clean and record activity in wood duck boxes
located on the 2 islands. This crew is now committed to.
5. 4 volunteers to reinstall the controls on the flag iris clumps initially tackled last
year by replacing the black polyethylene currently covering them. Herman will
lead this group as he has hip waders and the other volunteers will need good
rubber boots
6. 4 volunteers for blackberry removal – bring your own gloves and clippers
To participate, you will need to sign up, indicate which activity you would like to take
part in. Crews will be made up on a first-come, first serve basis and we hope that those
who sign up but are unable to join a crew will take the opportunity to take a walk around
the park. All participants to bring their own refreshments, a mask and practice social
distancing.
Deadline to sign up by emailing us by no later than 8:00 pm Monday evening.
Regards,
Hank
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FALL CALENDAR
September
•

•
•
•

Sept 16 – 10am Willband Creek Park work
party – Hank R – CANCELLED DUE TO
SMOKE AND HEAT
Sept 26 – 11am - Hike to Silver Creek
Wetlands - David Hopaluk
Sept 27 – We will flag Rivers Day
Sept 30 – Executive meeting chaired by John Visser 7pm at Ravine Park
Hatchery

October
•
•
•

Oct 14 10am Willband Creek Park work party – Hank R
Oct 24 – 10am - Hogan Family Nature Park blackberry removal work party
- Wendy
Oct 28 – Executive meeting chaired by Wendy DaDalt - 7pm at Ravine
Park Hatchery

November
Nov 4 - Willband Creek Park work party – Hank R
• Nov 14 – 10am - Brown Creek (focus on salmon), led by John V.
• Nov 25 – Executive meeting chaired by David Hopaluk 7pm at Ravine Park
Hatchery
Upcoming events at Willband are Oct 14 and Nov 4th, 2020
•

Brief Recap of the Minutes from the
August 13, 2020 Executive Meeting Minutes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Club visioning work is carrying on
Hank has resigned after good innings
Hogan Family Nature Park tree planting to be scheduled
Research is ongoing on a Bat Motel for Willband
Previous funding for Club website has collapsed so Wendy is looking into alternate
funding. Paul and Wendy are doing a great job of keeping
www.abbymissionnatureclub.org alive. Newsletter editor will try to ensure any info
she gets is forwarded to them.
3
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6. Barn owl nest web cam – David is investigating the many complex logistics involved
in this project.
7. Sumas Mountain – ongoing research re AMNC interest and concern around use and
development
8. Osprey Nest at Willband – Location and materials have been selected. The City will
install. Ongoing project.

CLUB REPORTS
1. WILLBAND CREEK PARK ACTIVITIES UPDATE
(From your somewhat relaxed past-president)

Y

ou have already received a recent email inviting you to participate in some
small group projects at Willband Creek Park and want to inform you of two
that we have been planning that we will proceed with this fall.
• One is a bat box to be built according to a design provided by the biologist
who completed the initial bat survey at Willband over a year ago.
• The other is an osprey nest platform based on information accumulated from
several web sites.

We spoke to our contact at City Parks (Shawn Gurney), sent him our sketch and
was immediately excited and offered us materials, equipment and labour to install
at the selected location in the Park. So, Rudy, Herman and I met at the works yard
and selected a used steel lamppost with a matching precast concrete base and all
the other bits and pieces of steel needed to complete the project with the
exception of the re-bar steel which the local reinforcing steel company, Harris
Rebar Ltd. is donating. We plan to pick up all the components needed for the
platform/basket and with the help of a friend with a portable welder, assemble the
platform and Herman’s place. Park staff will come to the Park site with crane and
excavator where the platform will be attached prior to setting in place. Once
everything is ready, we plan to make an event of this (with social distancing) by
inviting AMNC members and media. (A rough sketch of the project is attached.)
-

Hank
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2. WALK REPORTS FROM SUMMER ACTIVITIES

Hayward Lake - July 15, 2020 at 6:30pm led by Sheila Flavelle
Sheila writes:
•
•

I have no photos of the Hayward lake walk – in fact, I barely remember it.
If you have a summary of summer walks there were ten of us at Hayward Lake,
many walked down to the falls which were spectacular as usual. An interesting
sighting was the Indian pipe plant which is white because it has no chlorophyll.
No other observations to report.
5
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Glen Valley Walks - July 29, 2020 at 10:00am led by Wendy DaDalt
Blaauw Eco Forest
• Poplar Bar area of Glen Valley Regional Park
•

A beautiful July Morning
by Wendy DaDalt

I

t was a beautiful July morning for our
stroll through the Blaauw Eco
Forest in Glen Valley, Langley. This
rare mature flood plain (riparian) forest
and its variety of habitats including bog
plants and soaring cottonwoods are
accessed along a meandering nature
trail with boardwalk and interpretive
signage.
The inspiring story of these 30 acres
entails passion, activism and giving and
ultimately a uniting appreciation of
nature. I encourage anyone who has
not watched the video
http://blaauwecoforest.ca/ to do so, and
to visit the forest on their own. Student
research is ongoing through Trinity
Western University and will continue to
reveal the site’s gifts.
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…A Beautiful July Morning continued
We then travelled along the Fraser
River to the Poplar Bar area of
Glen Valley Regional Park,
Abbotsford. While we escaped the
mosquitoes at Blaauw they were
here to meet us, which made for a
brisk walk through a recovering
riparian forest to see what may be
the City’s largest, accessible black
cottonwood (Populus balsamifera
ssp. trichocarpa) tree. It is locally
known as “the feather tree” as
people are inspired to place small
colored feathers in the tree’s deeply
furrowed bark. The extended Fraser
River freshet was still evident with
seepage contributing to bugs and
tree growth.
Along the way we came upon a
turkey vulture (Cathartes aura) roost
which hosts up to a dozen birds at
times. They are attracted to the
adjacent farm’s open feed barn and
the large spacious trees. It’s a pretty immersive experience with their noise, defecation,
and charming faces within easy view.

Photo
credit:
Wild
Republic
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Downes Bowl Summer Walk - August 5, 2020 at 6:30 pm led by Hank Roos

Lovely Downes Bowl
by Alex Lewinsky

O

- photo credits Alex Lewinsky except as noted n a beautiful sunny day, 10 members of the club joined for a walk in the Downes
Bowl trail guided by Hank Roos, the club president. The number of participants
was restricted because of Covid-19 precautions.

The Downes Bowl trail is part on Clearbrook Park, occupying its Northern section and
bordering Downes Road. It was described by reporter Tyler Olsen in an Abbotsford
News article dated May 4, 2018 (https://www.abbynews.com/news/is-this-abbotsfordsmost-under-appreciated-park/) as having world class scenery, of being under-used and
little appreciated, all a few minutes from downtown and easily accessible. It is in the
Abbotsford-Mission Nature Club repertoire of hikes, the previous one 3 years ago on
July 5, 2017.
At the trail entrance we couldn't help but notice a large rock standing by the side,
possible a glacial-erratic. These are boulders, sometimes large, carried out by ancient
glaciers and deposited after the ice melted. From there we descended into the "bowl",
entering dense forest following a winding path. There are still large trees spared from
logging, maybe because difficulties of removal due to the area topographic
characteristics. We don't really know. Trees observed include Cedars, Douglas Firs,
Hemlocks, Sitka
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…Lovely Downes Bowl continued

Spruces, Cottonwood, Big-leaf Maples, Alders, Vine Maples, Cascara and Trembling
Aspens. At the bottom we reached a marsh area with an iconic burnt tree trunk, a
survivor of fires and storms from long ago. Oh, if he could talk and tell his past ...

Maybe because it was high summer, very few birds were spotted: a Brown Creeper, a
Rufous Hummingbird and at the far edge of the marsh three Mallards enjoying their
privacy. One solitary black Eastern Gray Squirrel, a species introduced in the region via
anthropogenic means, was seen jumping between trees. The rest was flora: Shrubs –
Elderberry, Hazelnut; Plants – False Solomon Seal, Deadly Night Shade, Skunk
Cabbage, Licorice Fern, and Invasive species – Holly, Periwinkle, Lamium, Himalayan
Blackberry. That must be a small sample of what can be found in the area. In 1994
Johanna Saaltink and Glenn Ryder produced a biophysical inventory. Will be interesting
and informative, maybe enlightening, to see what the status is now, 26 years later.
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Rolley Lake Walk - August 19, 2020 at
10:00 am led by Ken Summers

Well-Attended Rolley Lake Walk

T

by Ken Summers

he Rolley Lake Walk on August 19 was
well attended with the full complement of
10 people. The walk was enjoyable and
the social interaction pleasant. While there was
no natural history feature that stood out, we
noted with interest the value of nurse logs, the
windfall effects of former and recent logging,
and puzzled over fern identity. Note for next
time: bring the plant guidebook.
Halfway around we paused at the trail junction
with a side trip to the waterfall. None of us had
been there. Yes, we were curious. A trail guide
said something about 20 minutes. One couple
had already left to get back and one more didn't
10
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have the time and left us there. The rest of us ventured on only to find that it took 10 min
to get to the guidebook's starting point. Okay, another 20 min was acceptable. Once
there, we were told that the big waterfall was another 10 min. Well, 10 minutes isn't bad,
so on we went, but halfway there the trail became unacceptable for challenged joints, so
three more turned back. The rest arrived back at the parking lot about an hour and a
quarter later than anticipated, but I heard no complaints.

Browne Creek Wetlands - August 26, 2020 at 10:00 am led by Rita Bot

A Leisurely Stroll Through Browne
Creek Wetlands

O

by Rita Bot

n August 26, in the morning, 10 AMNC
members enjoyed a leisurely stroll through
Browne Creek Wetlands. Our only wildlife
sighting was a turtle on a log.
We tried to identify the flowers that were still in
bloom: a few were policeman’s helmet, tansy,
Queen Anne’s lace, and butterfly bush. There was
evidence of beavers at work, and great views of the
Vedder River. And, already, signs of the changing
season.
We all enjoyed the walk and reconnecting with
some nature club members.

So nice to see everybody again at
Browne Creek Wetlands.

Photo credits Rita Bot
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STORIES
BLUEY – Tale of a Steller’s Jay

S

By Ken Summers

teller’s Jays have nested on our property during each of the 13 years we've lived
here. Only once did we find the active nest–our then 8-year-old grandson, Bryn,
spotted it, with two young in it, about 4 m high in the centre of a cedar hedge.
They are very secretive, and one must be observant during the nesting season to even
see them, though they do always hang around in the same area. Sometimes I find a
used nest later when trimming the hedge, though they may nest anywhere in the thicket
of adjacent trees.
In mid-May this year, Bryn, now 11 years old, told his mother that he had asked God for
a baby bird to raise. Of course, she cautioned him not to be disappointed if it didn’t
happen. Then on May 23 we found a 7-10 day old Steller's Jay chick on the ground
near where they nest. It must have just fallen, and had attracted the (penned) dog's
attention, which in turn drew the attention of our granddaughter, Kaileen, and I was
called to investigate. Even if I could locate the nest, putting the chick back would be out
of the question because the
disturbance of accessing it
would flush out any other
chicks. If the chick was left
on the ground, the parents
would continue to feed it–that
is, until one of the many
neighbourhood cats came by.
Knowing about her brother’s
desire to raise a baby bird,
Kaileen asked me if he could
raise it. Not wanting to leave
1 A BABY BIRD TO RAISE. PHOTO BY KAILEEN FIELD
the bird for the cats, I agreed,
cautioning them that it must
continue to be treated as a
wild bird, though we
expected it would become
familiar with us.
A BABY BIRD TO RAISE. PHOTO BY KAILEEN FIELD.
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Bluey – Tale of a Steller’s Jay….
continued….
It grew quickly on a diet of worms (very
abundant in our compost), turkey, salmon,
roast beef, peas, thawed blue elderberries
from last year, scrambled eggs and
assorted other things. As it began to
attempt to fly about--ahead of its time-and get into trouble in their kitchen, it
became necessary to expose it to a more
natural environment.
So Bluey (as Bryn named “him”) was
introduced to the outdoors, where he
spent much of his time. Our daughter and
the kids, and to some extent I, spent
hours "bird sitting" to ensure no cats got it
as it learned about being a jay. At other
times it was in the house, but free to go
wherever it chose, so we had to put
throws on the furniture, intended as a
temporary measure until the time it would AFTER 10 DAYS. PHOTO BY BRYN FIELD
no longer be allowed in. We did
occasionally close the doors
to keep it outside, but most of
the time left the doors open so
Bluey could come and go.
Although we would leave food
and water at the front and
back doors and in the kitchen,
2 BLUEY, JUST OVER A MONTH OLD, AND BRYN.
it was very accomplished at
PHOTO BY K SUMMERS
finding its own food:
elderberries, worms, insects–it
was a great flycatcher–
whatever it would find. It
always came inside in the
evening, when we would close
the doors, but we generally let
it out first thing in the morning.
BLUEY, JUST OVER A MONTH OLD, AND BRYN. PHOTO BY K
SUMMERS
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Bluey – Tale of a Steller’s Jay…. continued….
As time went by it began associating with the other jays: the resident pair (its parents), a
juvenile that would have been its nest mate, and another single adult, possibly a young
one from the previous year. From its parents it learned the location of the neighbour’s
somewhat hidden feeder. It was interesting watching him with the single adult as that
bird became less wary of us as it saw Bluey interacting with us. We have a small
Douglas-fir & maple forest here in combination with our neighbours, providing lots of
natural jay habitat. The jays also roam the neighbourhood visiting bird feeders.
But when Bluey roamed the neighbourhood, he would visit people, and occasionally try
to go inside their houses. Our daughter texted one neighbour we know, who lives one
street away, but whose place is separated from us by only one property along the edge
of the woods, to watch out for the jay. The neighbour said it had visited and sent back a
picture of it on her husband's shoulder. Another time she wrote “Little Bluey is getting
quite adventurous! We have a Facebook group with a few households on the street and
people know who he is, so there are many eyes [watching out for him].” I e-mailed
another friend who is a birder and lives probably half a kilometre to the southeast, to be
on the lookout for a tame jay. He e-mailed me back later that same evening to say he
had just arrived at a meeting and a friend from Lyon Crt (two blocks from us) showed
him a picture of a tame jay that had visited!
The bird’s fearlessness made its
presence a bit inconvenient
sometimes, and when it was
around, people were watching
what they were doing so as not to
harm it. For example, our son-inlaw had to stop chopping wood
once because it was hanging
around inspecting what he was
doing. But people loved him, and a
couple of different ones use the
term surreal to describe the
experience.
BLUEY TRYING HARD TO GET AT MY MORNING COFFEE.
PHOTO BY GAIL SUMMERS

Eventually it would be gone for a
few hours most days, but it always came home in the evening and came into the house
and chose its night roost, often on the ceiling fan above the kitchen table.
14
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Bluey – Tale of a Steller’s Jay….. continued….
There was also lots of opportunity to observe Jay behaviour. I did some research and
found that some of its progression matched what someone had documented for a
captive Steller's Jay, which was also similar to that of its close relative, the Blue Jay.
So, the age at which it began hammering, caching food (and other objects), bathing,
etc., seemed right on schedule, though I hadn't kept a daily log. Its caching behaviour
was amusing, as it would sometimes "hide" things between our toes, or down our collar.
We
had to keep doors closed of rooms we didn't want it in, but one day I forgot and tried to
coax it out of a room. But when it spotted a large, perhaps 2" diameter barn-weaver
spider (similar to the wolf spider) on the wall, the bird flew up and grabbed it, then flew
onto the ground and kept grabbing the spider in its bill and making a clicking noise, then
dropping it, until deciding it was dead, then appeared to swallow it. Actually, it had just
stored it in its throat, as jays do, and the next thing I knew it was caching it down my
collar!
He also exhibited a behaviour I've not been able to find described in the literature. I
immediately called it "Cooper's Hawk avoidance behaviour." Having learned more in
the meantime from researching Steller's Jays and jays in general, I realize that that is
exactly what it probably is, as Accipiters are the main predators of jay species
worldwide. What I observed is an innate, not learned, behaviour. It displayed the
behaviour in a pine bush in our yard and in the top of an open pine tree in our
neighbour's yard, but most amusingly under the kitchen table where the six chairs and
their many rungs created an enclosed forest of obstacles through which to rapidly
navigate, changing directions so quickly it was hard to follow. It may be worth
publishing a note to document the behaviour.
********
Then one evening Bluey didn't return at night. Watching for it in the evenings was
actually beginning to cause us a lot of stress because we had grown so attached to it-not just because of the time put in, but the bird had personality plus and interacted with
us in more amusing and sometimes affectionate ways than could fit into a story. Our
daughter and kids went up and down the street that evening looking for the jay when a
man saw them, and thinking they were looking for something, went out to see if it was a
bird. Bluey had visited them, even entered their garage, so they thought it must be a
lost bird and captured him and went on-line and found an animal rescue facility. He
said he took it there. So Cara (our daughter) phoned the place and said that she had
two crying kids here and that "my father is a wildlife biologist" (as if that would help) and
that she needed to get it back so it could be released where it belonged. The facility
owner reluctantly agreed and we picked it up the next morning. I gave the owner my
15
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Bluey – Tale of a Steller’s Jay….. continued….
card, and made a donation as there was a sign saying the facility runs only on
donations (and, I later learned, a small annual grant).
A few days later he stayed around all day, which was unusual, and during that time the
single adult jay was bolder around us that ever. After 5 p.m. he disappeared and didn’t
return that night, but to our relief, showed up the next morning. At first, he seemed
skittish as if he had had a bad experience, but he soon warmed up again.
Several days later, it might have been the last day we saw Bluey, we opened the door in
the morning as usual onto our 3rd floor deck. He flew onto the rail and I went out to
watch what he would do. I was a few meters away, leaning on the rail on my elbows
with my hands out in front when he flew over and landed on my hands. From there, he
spent what seemed like a minute surveying the trees above and yard below. Then he
flew up onto the roof above my head, then up into a large cottonwood, then over to a
40m D-fir, which he spiralled up, moving from branch to branch, until reaching the top. It
was only then that I realized there was another jay up there. Eventually they both came
down to the yard, so I went out and watched as they both foraged about, the wild one
coming closer to me than any wild Steller's Jay (besides Bluey) ever has.
He didn't come home that night, or the next. Cara texted some people she knew in the
area and one, about half a kilometre from here, replied that Bluey had entered her
house some days earlier before he went missing. The third day Bryn made up a
"Missing Jay" poster, which I helped him put up around the neighbourhood, telling
people the jay was wild and to release it where they found it, and not to feed it. I did the
same by e-mail, sending the e-mail to local vets, the SPCA, and the rehab facility,
asking that if they were contacted about a tame Steller's Jay, to tell people it was fine, to
not feed it or capture it, and to let it go if they have it.
To make a long story shorter: Bluey had been captured again on July 21st and the
government authorities decided it must be released where there are no people, though
when, where, or how are unknown to us.
So there ends the story about what happens to a friendly jay that thrills most people
who interact with it. The powers that be think it is unacceptable and must be stopped.
Cara has now gotten to know and keeps in touch with the lady who first reported Bluey,
whose husband took him into the rehab facility. Her husband was very apologetic for
taking Bluey there. This neighbour is concerned by the actions taken and wonders
16
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Bluey – Tale of a Steller’s Jay….. continued….
whether there is a way to fight it. She also commented, “I hope he will manage to find his
way back home.”
Similarly, the lady half a kilometre away, whose house he entered, replied to Cara’s
account of what happened:

“It's a very sad and shocking story.

I am very sorry that it ended like that. I hoped

to see that little cute fella again. He was a real charmer. I left a dish with water for
him. I was really looking forward to seeing him again.
Do you think is there any hope that we'll see Bluey again soon? Can he find his
way back home? I really wish, he could ...
Please keep me updated.”

We all still have dreams at night about the whole affair, the bad parts and the good.
And the single jay still visits here more than the others, and is much less wary of us.
Ken Summers
2020-08-19
Editor’s Note: for more stories about human/Corvid friendships, see the Tales of Canuck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flU0rDDGtHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2f0VQymaa1E
https://globalnews.ca/video/5657024/canuck-the-crow-proud-to-be-a-federally-protected-bird/
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STORIES, continued…..
Barn Owl and Greenback Heron at Willband Creek

T

By Alice Roos
he following pictures of a barn owl sitting on a swallow box at Willband
were taken by club member Adrian Renkers. Does this confirm that our barn
owl box is being used? We hope so.

Today while at Willband we saw a green-backed heron in the area of the water level
controls, behind the 3 newly planted willows and the beaver dam. We (Hank
and I) do not get to see these very often, so another lovely perk to a
lovely walk in the park.
Check it out, maybe you will see it as well. – Alice

Photos by Adrian Renkers
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Barn Owl and Greenback Heron….. continued….
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NEWS/ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bat Video for Members!!!
From John Saremba, Bat Program Coordinator for BMN. Titled “Bat Chat Q & A
Educational Video at Derby Reach Wetlands”
Recently, Roxci Bevis (Volunteer and Program Coordinator for the Derby Reach /
Brae Island Park Association) filmed and produced a 5 min bat chat video along
the Houston Trail in Ft. Langley, BC. This video was created with me responding
to common questions about bats and bat habitat.
As your volunteers are interested in bats, I have sent along a link to this virtual
Bat Chat video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMP_fhSjZak
Roxci has kindly agreed to allow distribution of this video, so feel free to share
this link with other people interested in bats. Thanks again to Roxci's park
association for making this educational media available.

Burke Mountain Naturalists Bat Condo Design
Alice sent this link
https://www.facebook.com/554624234580641/posts/3368911266485243/?sfnsn=mo&e
xtid=rd0nBa66hOHoudJl

“In 2017 Burke Mountain Naturalists were awarded $10,000 thanks to the George Ross Legacy
Stewardship Program. They used this money to design and develop a bat condo in Colony Farm
Regional Park.
Like the condos we are familiar with, a bat condo is a housing structure designed to increase
roosting habitat for bats. Simply put, a bat condo is exactly what it sounds like- a “condo” for
bats! The structure was created as an upgrade to Colony Farm’s bat boxes, as the local colonies
had outgrown the boxes and the 10-year-old structures were falling into disrepair.”
Follow the link above to see photos of the bat condos.
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Last Page Letter from the Editor - Outdooring with Covid

O

-

By Heather Washburn

ver this Covid 2020 spring and summer, I noticed and read in the media that
many more people were outside “in Nature” on weekends and weekdays. Parks
and beaches saw crowds of people trying to socially distance – well most of
them – and all enjoying the natural beauty that our wonderful province has to offer.
Getting the “fam” off the computer and out of the house has got to be a great good
thing.
The care and respectfulness I experienced
hiking down to Steelhead Falls on busy
Labour Day was amazing. Where it was
congested, there were masks. People
made space on the trails. Took turns at the
Falls. Helped each other navigate parking
in the jammed awkward little parking lot. It
seemed that everyone was all smiles and
happiness on an over-hot day because of
the cool woods.
There was an Evian plastic bottle left at
the Falls platform however, with a single
disgusting cigarette butt drowned in it.
Honestly, people. It was removed.
In the media I hear of garbage and bad
behaviour, especially near Tofino, but
elsewhere too. Defecation in the wrong
place. Abandoned complete campsites
after parties. Enraged responses with
pictures on social media may lead to some
badly needed insight on the part of a few
thoughtless, headless, selfish and badly educated people. Let’s hope.
And we had a nature rebound in the Covid shutdown worldwide. The media reported
more critters wandering empty streets. Clear skies in Beijing and elsewhere – will those
folks ever forget seeing blue sky and stars???? I doubt it. Anger that the almighty
economy has stolen that from them will be directed towards governments…
I read of seas without so many noisy ships, a bliss to head-ached whales and
porpoises.
Covid has offered us a glimpse into an alternative universe which is still not entirely
slipped from our hands. And it has brought more people outside. That cannot be a bad
thing.
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